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A Process-Algebraic Approach to Life-Cycle Inheritance 
Inheritance = Encapsulation + Abstraction 
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Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands 
email: {tbasten.wsinwa}@win.tue.nl 

Abstract. One of the key issues of object-oriented modeling is inheritance. It allows for the definition of 
subclasses that inherit features of some superclass. Inheritance is well defined for static properties of classes 
such as attributes and methods. However, there is no general agreement on the meaning of inheritance when 
considering the dynamic behavior of objects, determined by their life cycles. This paper studies the latter 
in the context of a simple process algebra. Process algebra is chosen, because it concentrates on dynamic 
behavior, while abstracting from the internal states of processes. Inheritance can be expressed in terms of 
encapsulation and abstraction. The combination captures all basic operators for constructing life cycles of 
subclasses from life cycles of superclasses, namely choice, sequential composition, and parallel composition. 

Keywords: object orientation - inheritance - object life cycle - process algebra - dynamic behavior 

1 Introduction 

In software-engineering practice, the popularity of object-oriented modeling and design is increasing rapidly. 
Two methodologies are in common use: OMT [9] and OOD [6]. One of the key issues in any object-oriented 
methodology is inheritance. The inheritance mechanism allows the user to specify a subclass that inherits 
features of some other class, its superclass. Thus, it is possible to specify that the subclass has the same fea
tures as the superclass, but that in addition it may have some other features. The subclass is a specialization of 
the superclass. It is not necessary to argue that the inheritance mechanism has many advantages for software 
development. The interested reader is referred to the literature on object orientation. 

The concept of inheritance is usually well defined for static features of an object class, i.e., the set of 
methods of an object and its attributes. However, an object also has dynamic features, namely its behavior 
determined by its life cycle. The life cycle of an object describes the order in which its methods can be called. 
Methodologies as OMT and OOD do not specify the meaning of inheritance of life cycles. In general, there 
seems to be no agreement on what exactly inheritance of dynamic behavior is (See for example [2]). That is, 
it is not clear when some object class inherits the life cycle of some other class. 

Techniques as OMT and OOD use state-transition diagrams for specifying the life cycles of objects be
longing to some class. Such a diagram shows the state space of an object and the method calls that cause a 
transition from one state to another. Although the graphical nature and the explicit representation of states 
are essential to the success and usefulness of OMT and OOD, particularly the latter impedes a clear under
standing of life-cycle inheritance. For studying inheritance of dynamic behavior, the most important aspects 
of a life cycle are the state changes and not the states themselves. 

Therefore, this paper studies the specification of object life cycles and the meaning of life-cycle inher
itance in process algebra. Process algebra is particularly well suited to describe process behavior without 
explicitly referring to process states. In addition, we believe that life-cycle inheritance corresponds to ab
straction and encapsulation of methods. These two concepts are well investigated in the field of process al
gebra, in particular the process algebra ACP [5]. We hope to get a clear understanding of the meaning of 
life-cycle inheritance in terms of a simple algebraic theory. In another paper [I], we tum to Petri nets which 
is a graphical formalism with a solid theoretical basis, but much closer to existing object-oriented techniques 
such as OMT and OOD. In that paper, the concepts developed in process algebra are translated to Petri nets. 
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This translation is illustrative for translations of the fundamentals developed in this paper to other graphical, 
state-based fonnalisms. 

There seem to be many possible answers to the question when some object inherits the life cycle of some 
other object. It is important to note that we have to ask this question from the viewpoint of the environment of 
an object consisting of other objects and possibly the object itself. Objects from the environment call methods 
from the object under consideration, thus observing its behavior. So the appropriate question is when does the 
environment agree that an object inherits the life cycle of another object. We give the following two answers 
to this question and we hope to convince the reader that they contain the essentials of life-cycle inheritance. 

The first answer is that an object inherits the life-cycle of another object if and only if the environment 
cannot distinguish the two objects while only calling methods of the latter. The second answer is that an object 
inherits the life-cycle of another object if and only if the environment cannot distinguish the two objects as 
long as it is willing to call methods of the first object not present in the second one appropriately. 

In this paper, we show that the first answer corresponds to blocking or encapsulating methods, whereas 
the second one corresponds to hiding methods by means of abstraction. We also show that the combination 
of encapsulation and abstraction is sufficient to capture three basic operators that are useful to describe object 
life cycles, namely choice, sequential composition, and parallel composition. That is, if the behavior of an 
object is the behavior of another object, but with the option to choose at some point an alternative behavior, 
then the first object is a subclass of the second one. Similarly, if the behavior of the first object is the behavior 
of the second one with some other behavior added somewhere in between or in parallel, then the first object 
is also a subclass of the other one. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The two section introduces a simple process algebra, 
sufficient for describing object life cycles. Section 3 fonnalizes the above infonnal answers to the question 
which we try to answer in this paper. Four inheritance relations are given and several basic properties of 
these relations are proven. In Section 4, some general rules are given showing what subclass relations are 
valid under any of the four fonns of inheritance. These rules show that encapsulation and abstraction indeed 
capture the three basic operators, choice, sequential composition, and parallel composition. Finally, Section 5 
ends with some concluding remarks. 

2 Object Life Cycles in Process Algebra 

This section presents a process algebra which is sufficient to define simple object life cycles and which con
tains encapsulation and abstraction operators needed to define inheritance relations. In process algebra, pro
cesses are constructed from a set of atomic processes or atomic actions by means of operators. In this paper, 
processes represent object life cycles and atomic actions confonn to methods; the operators used to con
struct life cycles are the standard algebraic operators choice, denoted +, sequential composition, denoted· , 
and parallel composition or merge, denoted II. Since our only goal is to get a good understanding of life
cycle inheritance, we restrict ourselves to these three operators. In particular, we do not fonnalize recursion. 
Recursion would unnecessarily complicate the theory and distract the readers attention from the important 
concepts. For a detailed treatment of recursion in ACP, the interested reader is referred to [5, 4]. 

For modeling object life cycles, assume that we have a set L of labels denoting methods. Label, is used 
to denote internal methods. Since we are not interested in the effect of methods, but only in the orderin which 
methods can be called, we do not distinguish between different internal methods. A life cycle is simply an 
algebraic tenn constructed from the labels in L and , with only one restriction. A life cycle always starts 
with an object-creation action, denoted by the special label 'V. The introduction of this restriction is realistic 
for any object-oriented methodology and it proves to be convenient in the remainder of this paper. Let Ls 
denote the set of labels including the special labels , and 'V. 

Before fonnally defining an object life cycle, Table I gives the theory PAJp ' Process Algebra with dead
lock, internal actions, and renaming. The first entry of Table 1 gives the sorts of the theory; P is the sort of all 
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processes containing all methods. The second entry lists the functions of the theory; the third entry contains 
the axioms. Besides the three operators already mentioned, the theory contains a constant 8, denoting dead
lock or inaction, an auxiliary operator !L called the left merge which is used to axiomatize the merge operator, 
an encapsulation operator a_which is parameterized by the set of labels to be encapsulated, and, finally, an 
abstraction operator ,_ which is parameterized by the set of methods that must be hidden. 

-PAJpCL
s

) ______________________ _ 

P; Ls ~P 
8 : P _ + _, _. _, _II _, -!L _ : P x P -+ P a_, ,_ : P(L) -+ (P -+ P) 

a : Ls U {8J; H, I: P(L); x, y, z: P; 

x+y=y+x AI x II y = x !L y + y !L x Ml 
(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) A2 a!Lx=a·x M2 
x+x=x A3 a·x!Ly=a·(xlly) M3 
(x + y)·z =X ·z+ y·z A4 (x + y)IL z = x !L z + y !L z M4 
(x . y) . z = x . (y . z) A5 
x+8=x A6 x·, =X BI 
8·x = 8 A7 X· (, . (y + z) + y) = x . (y + z) B2 

a ¢ H => aH(a) = a D1 a ¢ I => ,/(a) = a T1 
a e H => aH(a) = 8 D2 a e I => ,/(a) = , T2 
aH(x + y) = aH(X) + aH(y) D3 ,/(x + y) = ,/(x) + ,/(y) T3 
aH(X . y) = aH(X) . aH(y) D4 ,/(x· y) = ,/(x)· ,/(y) T4 

Table I: The process algebra PA,5p' 

Intuitively, the left merge means parallel execution, but with the restriction that the left process exe
cutes the first action. The encapsulation and abstraction operators are simply renaming operators that rename 
method labels to 8 and , respectively. Note that it follows from the requirement that H and I are subsets of 
L that the special labels, and 'V cannot be encapsulated or hidden. Axioms A6 and A7 show the behavior of 
8 in a choice or sequential-composition context. It is easy to see that 8 does indeed model inaction. Axiom 
A4 states the right distributivity of sequential composition over choice. The absence of the left-distributivity 
axiom implies that processes with different moments of choice are distinguished. The B I and B2 axioms are 
the so-called branching axioms, which state that internal actions not implying a choice can be removed. 

As explained below, PAJp is an axiomatization of an equivalence in which processes with the same ob
servable behavior, but with possibly different internal behavior are equal. Furthermore, the equivalence re
lation distinguishes processes with different moments of choice. The timing of choices is important, since it 
can influence the behavior observed by an environment. 

An important role in this paper plays the theory PAr which is a subtheory of PArp' The theory PAr con
tains the action symbols in Ls plus the sequential-composition, choice, merge, and left-merge operators. It 
has the axioms Al through A5, MI through M4, and BI, and B2. It is the theory which exactly contains 
all operators that we want to use to specify object life cycles. Hence, at this point, object life cycles can be 
formally defined as follows. For any theory T, let C (T) denote the set of closed T terms. The operator a, 
which determines the alphabet of visible method labels of an arbitrary closed term, is defined below. 

Definition 2_1_ (Object life cycle) A closed PAr term p e C(PA') denotes an object life cycle if and only if 
it is of the form 'V • q, for some closed PAr term q such that a(q) ~ L. That is, p must be equal to a term 
'V . q, where q does not contain any other creation action. 
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Example 2.2. The life cycle of a person can be described by the algebraic term: birth· (marriage· death), 
where "birth" is the special object-creation action "1. 

Definition 2.3. (Alphabet) The alphabet operator on closed PA~p terms is defined inductively as follows. For 
any a E Ls \ {,j and closed terms p, q E C(PA~p), a(ll) = 1'1, a(,) = 1'1, a(a) = {aj, a(,· p) = a(p), 
a(a· p) = {ajUa(p),anda(p+q) =a(p)Ua(q). 

The above definition of the alphabet operator is taken from [3]. In that paper, it is shown that the alphabet 
operator is a congruence for the operators of PA~p. That is, if two PA~p terms are derivably equal, then they 
have the same alphabet. Derivability of an equation e from a theory T is denoted T f- e. 

Property 2.4. For any p, q E C(PA~p), PA~p f- p = q => a(p) = a(q). 

Note that the alphabet operator is only defined for the choice and the sequential composition of closed terms. 
However, it is a well known result that the merge, left-merge, encapsulation, and abstraction operators can 
be eliminated from any closed term yielding a so-called basic term. Many of the proofs to follow also use 
this elimination property. Hence, it is formalized in Property 2.6 given below. 

In order to define basic terms, two subtheories ofPA~p are introduced. The theory BPA, for Basic Process 
Algebra, is the equational theory whose signature consists of the action symbols in Ls plus sequential com
position and choice. It has the axioms A I through A5. The theory BPA,s contains in addition the constant Il 
and the axioms A6 and A 7. Note that PA' is an extension of BPA, but not of BPA,s. 

Definition 2.5. (Basic terms) The set of basic BPA terms, denoted B(BPA), is inductively defined as follows. 
The atomic actions Ls are contained in B(BPA). Furthermore, for any a E Ls and s, t E B(BPA), also 
a . t and s + t are elements of B(BPA). The set of basic BPA,s terms, B(BPA,s), is defined in a similar way: 
Ls U {Il} 5; B(BPA,s) and for any a E Ls and s, t E B(BPA,s), a· t E B(BPA,s) and s + t E B(BPA,s). 

Property 2.6. (Elimination) For any closed term p E C(PA'), there exists a basic term t E B(BPA), such 
that PA' f- p = t. For any closed term p E C(PA~p), there exists a basic term t E B(BPA,s), such that 
PA~p f- p = t. 
Proof. It is straightforward to prove the property using ·the axioms of Table 1 excluding A 1 and A2 as rewrite 
rules from left to right. For a description of some standard term-rewriting techniques used in process algebra, 
~~. 0 

It is straightforward to give an operational semantics for PA~p (See for example [5]). It is a standard result 
in process algebra that the equational theory PA~p is a sound and complete axiomatization of an equivalence 
called rooted branching bisimulation. Branching bisimulation and rooted branching bisimulation were origi
nally introduced by Van Glabbeek and Weijland in [8]. The latter is a restriction of the former by means of an 
additional root condition. The root condition is necessary to guarantee that the equivalence is a congruence 
for the algebraic choice operator. For object life cycles, which always start with the object-creation action, 
rooted branching bisimulation and branching bisimulation coincide. In [7], Van Glabbeek shows that branch
ing bisimulation is exactly the equivalence that distinguishes processes with different moments of choice and 
in which processes with possibly different internal behavior but with the same observable behavior are equal. 

It goes beyond the scope of this paper to present a complete definition of the operational semantics of 
PA~p and a detailed proof of the soundness and completeness result. Rooted branching bisimulation is not 
used explicitly in this paper. Techniques for proving soundness and completeness of equational theories and 
many basic results can be found in [4] and [5]. Although the soundness and completeness of PA~p is not 
proven in either of these references, it is a fairly straightforward consequence of some results in [5] and the 
proof techniques of [4]. 

Theorem 2.7. (Soundness and completeness) For any closed terms p, q E C(PAJ), PAJp f- p = q if and 
only if p and q are rooted branching bisimilar. 
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3 Inheritance Relations in Process Algebra 

In this section, we try to answer the question when an object life cycle is a subclass of some other object life 
cycle. Four inheritance relations are introduced and some basic properties of these relations are proven. All 
four inheritance relations are reflexive and transitive. Furthennore, it is shown that two life cycles are each 
others subclasses if and only if they are derivably equal. These properties show that the definitions of the 
inheritance relations are sound. 

As explained in the introduction, infonnally, two basic definitions of life-cycle inheritance seem to be 
appropriate. Let p and q be object life cycles. The first definition is as follows. 

If the environment only calls methods of p which are also present in q and it cannot distinguish 
the observable behavior of p and q, then p is a subclass of q. 

Intuitively, this definition confonns to blocking or encapsulating methods new in p. Life cycle p inherits the 
protocol of q, where the protocol of an object life cycle is its prescribed behavior. 

Example 3.1. Let us return to Example 2.2. A person that can decide whether to marry or to stay single should 
be a subclass of the person described in Example 2.2. That is, birth· «marriage+stay..single) . death) should 
be a subclass of birth· (marriage· death). It is easy to see that an environment which does not call the method 
stay..single cannot distinguish the behavior of the two persons, which is indeed the desired result. To show 
that the infonnal definition confonns to encapsulation of methods, let H be the singleton {stay..single}. It 
follows immediately from the encapsulation axioms in Table I that oH(birth . «marriage + stay..single) . 
death» = (birth· «marriage + 8) . death» = birth· (marriage· death). 

The second definition that seems to be appropriate is as follows. 

If the environment is willing to call the methods of p which are not present in q and it cannot 
distinguish the observable behavior of p and q with respect to the methods of q, then p is a 
subclass of q. 

This definition confonns to hiding methods new in p. Life cycle p inherits the projection of the protocol of 
p onto the methods of q. 

Example 3.2. Consider again Example 2.2. A person that decides to divorce after he or she got married should 
also be a subclass of the person described in Example 2.2. That is, birth· «marriage· divorce) . death) should 
be a subclass of birth· (marriage . death). Again, it is not difficult to see that an environment which is willing 
to call the method divorce appropriately cannot distinguish the behavior of the two persons. In order to show 
that this fonn of inheritance confonns to hiding, let I be equal to the singleton {divorce}. It follows from the 
abstraction axioms in Table I that ,[(birth· «marriage, divorce) . death» = birth· «marriage· ,) . death) = 
birth· (marriage' death). 

Of course, it is also possible to combine these two definitions. One might argue that both requirements must 
hold at the same time, or one might argue that for some methods the first requirement must hold, whereas for 
some other methods the other requirement holds. This leads to the following four possible inheritance rela
tions. Note that the fonnal definitions are slightly more general than the infonnal definitions given above: 
A life cycle is a subclass of another life cycle if and only if there exists some set of methods such that en
capsulating or hiding these methods in the first life cycle yields the other life cycle. Not requiring that the 
methods being encapsulated or hidden must be exactly the methods appearing in the first life cycle and not 
in the second one can sometimes be convenient, as some of the examples in the remainder show. Also for 
convenience, the inheritance relations are defined for arbitrary closed PA f tenns and not only for life cycles. 
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Definition 3.3. (Inheritance relations) 

i) Protocol inheritance: 
For any p, q E C(PAr), p is said to be a subclass of q under protocol inheritance, denoted p :5pt q, if 
and only if there exists an H S;; L such that PA~p I- aH(p) = q. 

ii) Projection inheritance: 
For any p, q E C(PAr ), p is a subclass of q under projection inheritance, denoted p :5pjq, if and only 
if there exists an I S;; L such that PA~p I- r/(p) = q. 

iii) Protocol/projection inheritance: 
For any p, q E C(PAr ), p is a subclass of q under protocol/projection inheritance, denoted p :5pp q, 

if and only if there exists an H S;; L such that PA8p I- aH(p) = q and there exists an I S;; L such that 
PA8p I- r/(p) = q. 

iv) Life-cycle inheritance: 
For any p, q E C(PN), p is a subclass of q under life-cycle inheritance, denoted p :5lc q, if and only 
if there exist disjoint subsets H and I of L such that PA8p I- r/ 0 aH(p) = q. 

Note that the above definitions are formulated in terms of equality of closed PA8P terms. The completeness 
of PA8p for rooted branching bisimulation (Theorem 2.7) implies that this formulation is equivalent to a for
mulation in terms of rooted branching bisimulation. Without completeness, the above definitions would be 
too restrictive. It would be possible that an object life cycle p after encapsulation andjor abstraction of the 
appropriate methods would be rooted branching bisimilar with q, but that this equality would not be derivable 
from the axioms of PAJ"p. This would be undesirable, because, according to the above definitions, p would 
not be a subclass of q. 

The requirement that H and I must be disjoint in the definition of life-cycle inheritance means that meth
ods are either consistently encapsulated or consistently hidden. It implies that the order of encapsulation and 
abstraction can be changed without actually changing the definition (See also Lemma 3.9 iii». To our opin
ion it is not very meaningful to treat different calls of one method in a different way. It is not possible to hide 
some calls of a method in some part of an object life cycle, whereas some other calls of the same method 
in another part of the life cycle are encapsulated or left untouched. It is not clear how an inheritance rela
tion can be defined which allows a different treatment of different calls of the same method. It is definitely 
more complicated than the definition given above. Before studying such a definition, the need for it should 
be shown by practical experience with the relations given in this paper. 

Also note that life-cycle inheritance is defined in terms of a function composition and not simply as the 
disjunction of the two definitions of protocol and projection inheritance. The latter would not be a true com
bination of protocol and projection inheritance. Such a definition would also lack desirable properties such 
as transitivity. 

~lc 

Figure 1: An overview of life-cycle-inheritance relations. 

Figure 1 gives an overview of the four inheritance relations. The arrows depict strict inclusion relations. 
It follows immediately from the definitions that the inclusion relations between protocol/projection inheri
tance, on the one hand, and protocol and projection inheritance, on the other hand, are correct; the other two 
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inclusion relations follow from the definitions and the following lemma, which implies that encapsulating or 
hiding the empty set of methods yields the original life cycle. 

Lemma 3.4. For any closed tenn p E C(PAJp) and sets H, I ~ L, 

i) a(p) n H = ~ =} PAJp f- OH(p) = p, 
ii) a(p) n I = ~ =} PAJp f- '[(p) = p. 

Proof. We only give a proof of i). It is a straightforward proof by structural induction which is illustrative 
for the other part of Lemma 3.4, as well as for several other lemmas to follow. 

It follows from Property 2.6 that there exists a basic BPA,! term p' such that PAJp f- p = p'. It suffices 
to show that OH(p') = p'. Given this result, it easily follows that 0H(P) = OH(p') = P' = p. The proof 
is by induction on the structure of basic BPA,! terms. The == sign denotes structural equivalence. Note that 
p' cannot contain actions which were not already elements of a(p) (Property 2.4). Hence, a(p') n H = ~. 
First, assume that p' == a, for some a E Ls U {oj. Since a is not an element of H, it follows immediately 
that oH(a) = a. Second, assume p' == a . t, for some a E Ls and t E B(BPA,!). From oH(a . t) = a . OH(t), 
it follows by induction that 0H(a· t) = a· t. Finally, assume p' == s + t, for some s, t E B(BPA,!). Again, 
it follows by induction that OH(S + t) = 0H(S) + OH(t) = S + t. 0 

By means of a few examples, it is straightforward to show that the inclusion relations in Figure I are indeed 
strict and that there are no inclusion relations between protocol inheritance and projection inheritance. 

Example 3.5. Consider again the running example. Example 3.1 shows that birth· «marriage +stay..single)· 
death ="':pt birth· (marriage· death). It is not hard to see that '(stay..single}(birth . «marriage + stay..single) . 
death)) = (birth· «marriage + ,) . death» =I birth· (marriage· death). Therefore, in Figure I, there 
is no arrow from protocol inheritance to projection inheritance. This example also shows that the inclusion 
between ="':pp and ="':pt is strict. 

Example 3.2 shows that birth· «marriage· divorce) . death) ="':pj birth· (marriage· death). It is also 
straightforward to verify that there does not exist a protocol-inheritance relation between the two life cycles, 
which explains the absence of an arrow from ~pj to ~p, as well as the fact that the inclusion between ~pp and 
="':pj is strict. 

In order to show that protocol/projection inheritance is not an empty relation, consider the following ex
ample. A person who can choose to engage before getting married or who simply wants to get married with
out engagement is a subclass of the person of Example 2.2 under protocol/projection inheritance: (birth· 
«engagement· marriage + marriage) . death» ="':pp birth· (marriage. death). 

Finally, to show that ="':pt is a strict inclusion of ="':fc, as well as that ="':pj is a strict inclusion of ="':fc, consider 
yet another example. A person that can decide to first marry and then divorce or to stay single without wor
rying about marriage, is a subclass of our person of Example 2.2: (birth· «marriage· divorce + stay..single) . 
death)) ="':Ic birth· (marriage· death). It is not difficult to see that there is no relation between the first person 
and the second person under any of the other inheritance relations. 

Projection inheritance is also suggested by Wieringa in [lO]. However, based on an example similar to the 
last one above, Wieringa concludes that projection inheritance is not a proper definition for inheritance of 
dynamic behavior. We agree that, in general, projection inheritance is too restricted. However, it is interesting 
to study what rules are valid for projection inheritance, or, for that matter, for any of the other definitions of 
inheritance. At the end of the next section, we return to this point in an example. 

The following property shows that for protocol, projection, and protocol/projection inheritance, there 
exists a canonical set of methods that can be encapsulated andjor hidden, namely the set of methods new in 
the subclass. This result confonns to the intuitive definitions of inheritance given at the beginning of this 
section. 
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Property 3.6. For any closed terms P, q E C(PN), 

i) P :'Opt q {} Oa(p)\a(q)(P) = q, 

ii) P :'Opj q {} 'a(p)\a(q)(P) = q, 

iii) P :'Opp q {} Oa(p)\a(q)(P) = q /\ 'a(p)\a(q)(P) = q. 

Proof. We only prove Property i). The proof of ii) is similar; Property iii) follows from i) and ii). 
It follows from the definition of protocol inheritance that Oa(p)\a(q)(P) = q '* P :'Opt q. To prove the 

other implication, assume P :'Opt q. It follows from Lemma 3.7 iii) and Lemma 3.4 i) that there exists an 
H S;; a(p) such that OH(p) = q. It follows from Lemma 3.7 i) that H cannot contain any methods in a(q). 

Again Lemma 3.7 iii) and Lemma 3.4 i) yield that H can be extended to all elements of a(p) which are not 
elements of a(q). Hence, Oa(p)\a(q)(P) = q. 0 

Property 3.6 does not have a counterpart for life-cycle inheritance. That is, given closed PA' terms P and 
q such that P :'Olc q, there does not exist a canonical partitioning of a(p) \ a(q) into H and I such that 
'IOOH(P) = q. Assume, for example, that p:'Oppq. It follows from Property 3.6 iii) that for H = a(p) \a(q) 

and I = ~, as well as for H = ~ and I = a(p) \ a(q), 'I 0 OH(p) = q. 

Lemma 3.7. For any closed term P E C(PAJp)' H, H', I, I' S;; L, 

i) a(oH(p» n H = ~, 
ii) a('/(p» n I =~, 

iii) PAJp f- OWUH(p) = Ow 0 OH(p), 

iv) PAJp f- 'l'U/(p) = 'I' O'/(p), 

Proof. Structural induction on BPA.! terms. o 

The following property shows that the four inheritance relations are reflexive and transitive, strengthening 
our belief that the relations are defined properly. 

Property 3.8. Protocol, projection, protocol/projection, and life-cycle inheritance are preorders. 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.4 i) and ii) that, for any p E C(PN), 00(P) = P and '0(P) = p. Hence, 
:'Oplo :'Opj, :'Opp, and :'Olc are reflexive. For the first three relations, it is also straightforward to show that they are 
transitive. Let p, q, r E C(PA') such that P :'Opt q and q :'Opt r. Assume H, H' S;; L are such that 0H(p) = q 
and ow(q) = r. Using Lemma 3.7 iii), 

OWUH(p) = Ow 0 OH(p) = ow(q) = r. 
Hence, P :'Opt r, which proves transitivity of protocol inheritance. Using Lemma 3.7 iii) and iv), the proofs 
for :'Opj and :'Opp are very similar. 

Showing that life-cycle inheritance is transitive is more involved. The crucial point is the observation 
that, given P :'Olc q and q :'Ole r, it is not possible that methods in P are encapsulated (hidden) whereas the 
same methods in q are hidden (encapsulated). The reason is simple: Methods of p that are encapsulated 
or hidden, simply do not occur in q anymore. Formally, the proof is as follows. From the assumption that 
P :'Olc q and q :'Ole r, it follows that there are subsets H, H', I, and I' of L such that 'I 0 OH(p) = q and 
'I' 0 ow(q) = r. Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7 imply that these sets can be chosen such that H and I are subsets of 
a(p) \ a(q) and such that H' and I' are subsets of a(q) \ a(r). It follows from Lemma 3.9 i) and ii) that 
a(r) S;; a(q) S;; a(p), and hence that (H U l) n (H' U I') = ~. Using Lemmas 3.7 iii), iv) and 3.9 iii), it 
follows that 

'I'UI 0 OWUH(p) = '1' 0 '10 Ow 0 OH(p) = '1' 0 Ow 0 '10 OH(p) = '1' 0 ow(q) = r. 
Hence, p ~lc r. o 

Lemma 3.9. For any closed term P E C(PAJp)' H, I S;; L, 
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i) a(oH(p» S; a(p), 

ii) a(T:/(p» S; a(p), 

iii) H n I = ~ => PAJp I- 'I 0 0H(p) = OH 0 T:/(p). 

Proof. Structural induction on BPA.! tenns. o 

Any preorder induces an equivalence relation. The meaning of the equivalence relations induced by the in· 
heritance preorders is "subclass equivalence" under the corresponding fonn of inheritance. Intuitively, two 
life cycles should be subclass equivalent under any fonn ofinheritance if and only if their equality is derivable 
from the axioms of PAJp. 

Definition 3.10. (Subclass equivalence) Let R<., where. E {PP.pt.pj.Ic), be the equivalence relation induced 
by :0 •. That is, for any closed PAT tenns p and q, p R<. q {} p:o. q A q :0. p. Processes p and q are said 
to be subclass equivalent under. inheritance. 

The following result states that the four subclass-equivalence relations indeed all coincide with derivability 
from the axioms of PAJp. The completeness result of the previous section implies that two life cycles are 
subclass equivalent under any fonn of inheritance if and only if they are rooted branching bisimilar. 

Property 3.11. For any p, q E C(PN) and. E {PP.pt,pj,Ic), p R<. q {} PAJp I- p = q. 

Proof. We only prove the result for protocol inheritance. The other proofs are similar. First, assume that 
PAJp I- P = q, It follows from Lemma 3.4 i) that 00(P) = p = q and 00(q) = q = p, Hence, p :Opt q and 
q :Opt p, which in tum implies that p R<pt q, 

Second, assume p R<pt q, which implies that p :Opt q and q :Opt p. It follows from Property 3.6 i) that 
Oa(p)\a(q)(P) = q and Oa(q)\a(p)(q) = p. It follows from Lemma 3.9 i) that a(q) S; a(p) and a(p) S; a(q), 
Hence, a(p) = a(q), which means that a(p) \ a(q) = a(q) \ a(p) = ~. It follows from Lemma 3.41) that 
Oa(p)\a(q)(P) = p and hence that PAJp I- P = q. 

Note that since Property 3.6 does not have a counterpart for life-cycle inheritance, one has to use the more 
basic results of Lemmas 3.4, 3.7, and 3.9 to prove the property for life-cycle inheritance. 0 

It is important to note that the inheritance preorders are not precongruences for the operators of PAT. That 
is, it is not possible to apply them in arbitrary contexts. 

Example 3.12. It is easy to see that, for any distinct a, bEL, a + b :Opt a, because O{b}(a + b) = a. 
However, in a context where an occurrence of b is followed by an a, it is not allowed to replace a by its 
subclass a + b. Doing so, yields b . (a + b). Obviously, since o{b}(b, (a + b» = 8, b . (a + b) ipt b . a. A 
similar example can be constructed for projection inheritance. It is straightforward to show that a . b :Opj a, 
whereas a . b + b ipj a + b. However, for any method c E L that is different from b, it easily follows that 

c· (a + b) :Opt c· a and a . b + c :Opj a + c. 
Another instructive example is the following, where first a subclass of an action a under protocol inher

itance is constructed and, subsequently, this subclass is further refined to a more specialized subclass. For 
any distinct a, b, c, dEL, a +b :Opt a and a 'c+b :Optb. Replacing the occurrence of b in the fonner with its 
subclass a· c+b, yields a + (a·c + b). It is not difficult to see that a + (a·c +b) ipta. Another subclass of 
b is d ·c+b. Replacing b with this subclass, yields a + (d ·c+b). It easily follows that a + (d ·c+b) :Opta. 

These examples show that a problem may arise when a method that is encapsulated or hidden also appears 
in the context. The fact that the inheritance relations' cannot be applied in arbitrary contexts is not really 
unexpected. The reason is that it is not allowed to treat different calls of the same method in a different way. 
In de remainder of this section, we fonnalize under which conditions it is allowed to refine a subclass to a 
more specialized subclass. First, we fonnalize the notion of a context. A context C[_] is a closed PAT tenn 
that contains a "hole." Contexts can be defined inductively in the following way. 
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Definition 3.13. (Context) The most simple context is simply a hole, denoted by an underscore "_". Fur
thermore. for any closed term P E C(PN) and context C[-], P Gl C[-] and C[-] Gl P are contexts, where 
Gl E h +, II, ILl· 
The following property gives the conditions we are looking for. Informally, the condition in Property i) that 
a(r) n H = III means that it is not allowed to encapsulate methods in P that are not encapsulated in C[q]; 
the former being methods in H and the latter being methods in a(r). The conditions in the other properties 
have similar meanings. The additional requirement in Property iv) that (H' U H) n (I' U I) = III means that 
the methods being encapsulated must be disjoint from the methods being hidden. 

Property 3.14. Let p, q, r E C(PAT) and let C[-] be a context. Let H, H', I, and I' be subsets of L. 

i) If P :O;pt q such that OH(p) = q, and C[q] :O;pt r, then a(r) n H = III => C[p] :O;pt r 

ii) If p :O;pj q such that '/(P) = q, and C[q] :O;pj r, then a(r) n I = III => C[p] :O;pj r 

iii) If p :O;pp q such that OH(p) = q and '/(p) = q, and C[q] :O;pp r, then 
a(r) n (H U I) = III => C[p] :O;pp r . 

iv) If P:O;/c q such that 'I ° OH(p) = q, and C[q]:o;/c r such that 'I' ° OH'(C[q]) = r, then 
(H' U H) n (I' U I) = lilA a(r) n (H U I) = III => C[p] :O;/C r . 

Proof. First, we prove Property i). It follows from the encapsulation axioms and Lemma 3.15 given below 
that encapsulation distributes over all operators that may appear in a context. It then follows from Lem· 
mas 3.4. 3.7, and 3.9 that the following derivation is correct. In the final step, the requirement thata(r)nH = 
III is used. 

OH'UH(C[p]) = OH' ° OH(C[P]) = OH' ° OH(C[OH(p)]) = OH' ° OH(C[q]) = OH'UH(C[q]) = 
OHUH'(C[q]) = OH ° OH'(C[q]) = oH(r) = r. 

This derivation shows that C[p] :O;pt r. Properties ii) and iiI) are proven similarly. Property iv) is shown as 
follows. The condition that (H' U H) n (I' U I) = III is used in the second and fifth step. As before, the other 
condition is used in the final step. 

'I'UI ° OH'UH(C[p]) = 'I' ° 'I ° OH' ° 0H(C[p]) = r/' ° OH' ° rIo OH(C[p]) = 
'I'00H'O'IOOH(C['IOOH(p)] = 'I'00H'O'IOOH(C[q]) = 'IOOHO'I'OOH'(C[q]) = 'looH(r) = r. 

o 

Lemma 3.15. For any closed terms p, q E C(PAJp)' H, I ~ L, 

i) PAJp f- OH(p ILq) = OH(p) ILOH(q), 

ii) PAJp f- OH(p II q) = OH(p) II 0H(q), 

iii) PAJp f- r/(p IL q) = '/(p) IL r/(q), 

iv) PAJp f- r/(p II q) = r/(p) II r/(q), 

Proof. Property i) can be proven by simultaneous induction on the structure of p and the sum of the number 
of symbols in p and in q. Property ii) follows immediately from i). Properties iii) and iv) are proven in a 
similar way. 0 

Example 3.16. Let us return to Example 3.12. Let context Co[_] be defined as b· _ and Cl[-] as c· _, for 
distinct methods b and c in L. Since :O;pt is reflexive, Cola] :O;pt Cola] and Cl[a] :O;pt Cl[a], for any a E L 
distinct from b and c. We want to know whether it is possible to refine Ci[a], for i E (O, II, by replacing the 
occurrence of a by its subclass a + b. That is, we want to find out whether Ci[a + b] is a subclass of Ci[a]. 
Note that to show that a + b is a subclass of a, method b is being encapsulated. Since b E a(Co[a]), we 
cannot derive from Property 3.14 I) that Cola + b] is a subclass of Coral, which confirms the conclusion of 
Example 3.12. However, since b ¢ a(CI[a]), Property 3.14 i) yields that Cl[a + b] :O;pt Cl[a]. 
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Another example shows an application of Property 3.14 iv). Let a, b, eEL be distinct methods. Con
sider the context C[_] defined as _ + b. By encapsulating method b, it is easy to show that C[a] :::;/c a. We 
also have that a . e :::;Ic a, which follows from hiding method e. Replacing the occurrence of a in C[a] with 
its subclass a· e, yields C[a· e]. In order to apply Property 3.14 iv), let H' = {b},] = {e}, and H = l' = (6. 

Obviously, this satisfies the requirement that (H' U H) n (1' U I) = (6. Since, in addition, a(a) and H U] 
are disjoint, we derive that C[a . e] :::;/c a. That is, a . e + b :::;/c a. However, a . b is also a subclass of a, 
which can be easily shown by hiding the singleton] = {b}. Substituting a . b for a in C[a] yields C[a . b]. 
Since in this case (H' U H) n (1' U I), where H, H', and ]' are as before, is not empty, we cannot apply 
Property 3.14 iv). It is not difficult to verify that C[a· b] is not a subclass of a: C[a . b] tic a. The reason is 
that in C[a] method b is encapsulated whereas in a . b method b is hidden. 

The results presented in this section show that the definitions of the four inheritance relations are sound. The 
conditions under which it is allowed to apply the inheritance preorders in arbitrary contexts or to refine a 
subclass to a more specialized subclass seem reasonable, although more experience has to show whether they 
are not too restrictive. The examples give an impression what subclass relations are valid under the different 
forms of inheritance. In the next section, we study the latter in more detail. 

4 Subclass Relations under Different Forms of Inheritance 

This section presents some general subclass relations valid under the four forms of inheritance. In particular, 
it shows that extending a life cycle with an alternative behavior yields a subclass under protocol inheritance. 
It also shows that extending a life cycle by inserting some alternative behavior in between parts of the original 
life cycle, as well as putting some alternative behavior in parallel with (part of) the original life cycle yields 
a subclass under projection inheritance. Life-cycle inheritance allows arbitrary combinations of these three 
operations. 

Property 4.1. For any p, q E C(PAT
) and bEL \ a(q), 

q+b.p:::;p,q PT 

Proof. Let H = (b}. It follows from the encapsulation axioms, Lemma 3.4 i), and axioms A7 and A6 that 
aH(q + b· p) = aH(q) + aH(b)· aH(p) = q + Ii· aH(p) = q + Ii = q. 

Hence, q + b· p :::;p' q. o 

Method b functions as some sort of a "guard." Blocking the guard means that the enviroment cannot choose 
the behavior b . p. For this reason, b may not appear in q, since blocking b would otherwise change the 
behavior of q. Rule PT shows that encapsulation is sufficient to capture inheritance by means of the choice 
operator. This rule also shows that it is sufficient to encapsulate a single method, whereas the canonical set 
a(q + b . p) \ a(q) might be much larger. 

Property 4.2. For any a E Ls and q, qo, ql, r E C(PA') such thata(r) £ L \ (a(q) U a(qo) U a(ql) U (aJ), 

q·r:::;pjq Pll 

a· (r· (qO + ql) + qo) :::;pj a· (qO + ql) PJ2 

a· (q II r) :::;pj a . q PJ3 

Proof. Let ] be equal to a(r). It follows from the abstraction axioms, Lemma 3.4 ii), Lemma 4.3 i) given 
below, and axiom B 1 that 

r/(q. r) = r/(q)· r/(r) = q. r = q, 
which proves PJl. The prooffor PJ2 is similar, only axiom B2 is used instead of Bl: 

r/(a.(r·(qo+ql)+qo» = r/(a)·(r/(r)·(r/(qo)+r/(ql»+r/(qo» = a·(r·(qo+ql)+qo) = a·(qo+ql). 
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Rule P J3 follows from the abstraction axioms, Lemmas 3.4 ii), 3.15 iv), and 4.3, and axiom H2: 
'I:[(a· (q II r» = 'I:[(a) . ('I:[(q) II 'I:[(r» = a· (q 11'1:) = a . ('I: . q + q) = a . q. 0 

Lemma 4.3. For any closed tenn p E C(PN), and I ~ L, 

i) a(p) ~ I => PAJp f- 'I:[(p) = '1:, 

ii) PAJp f- P II 'I: = T . P + p, 

Proof. Property i) is shown by induction on the structure of basic BPA tenns. Property ii) can also be proven 
by structural induction. However, the auxiliary result that PAJp f- P IL 'I: = P is needed, which is, not 
unexpectedly, also proven by structural induction. 0 

Note that Lemma 4.3 i) cannot be proven for arbitrary closed PA8p tenns, because it is not possible to hide 
constant ~. 

Rules P J1 and P J2 are inspired by the two branching axioms HI and H2. Together they state that insert
ing new behavior in an object life cycle that does not disable any behavior of the original life cycle, yields a 
subclass under projection inheritance. Rule P J3 shows that putting alternative behavior in parallel with the 
original life cycle also yields a subclass under projection inheritance. The last two rules clearly show why 
the object-creation action 'V is useful. They cannot be proven if the initial a is omitted, because an internal 
action at the beginning of a life cycle may detennine a choice and, hence, cannot be removed. The require
ment that an object life cycle starts with an object-creation action guarantees that an initial internal action 
never occurs. 

Example 4.4. Consider again the running example. A person that can get children any time during his or her 
life is a subclass of the person of Example 2.2: birth· «marriage II children) ·death) ::5:pjbirth· (marriage ·death). 
This result follows immediately from the context rule of Property 3.14 ii) and rule PJ3 above. 

Property 4.5. For any a E L,. q, r E C(PA') such that a(r) ~ L \ (a(q) U {an, and bEL \ (a(q) U {an, 

a·«b·r)·q+q)::5:pp a ·q PP 

Proof. Let H be equal to {b} and I be equal toa(r)U{b}. Note that b is not equal to .. It follows immediately 
from the encapsulation axioms, Lemma 3.4 I), and axioms A7 and A6 that 

aH(a . «b· r) . q + q» = aH(a) . (aH(b . r) . aH(q) + aH(q» = a . «~ . aH(r)) . q + q) = a· q. 
Furthennore, it follows from the abstraction axioms, Lemmas 3.4 ii), and 4.3 i), and axioms H2 and A3 that 

'I:[(a· «b· r)· q + q» = 'I:[(a)· ('I:[(b· r)· 'I:[(q) + 'I:[(q» = a· ('I:' q + q) = a· q. 
It follows from the above two derivations that a . «b . r) . q + q) ::5:pp a . q. 0 

Rule P P shows that under protocol/projection inheritance it is allowed to postpone behavior. In case it is 
possible to specify recursive behavior, a nice variant of PP is a rule in which the behavior b . r is iterated 
arbitrary many times before continuing with q. An example of such a rule with iteration can be found in [1]. 

Property 4.6. For any a E L,. p,q,r E C(PN) such thata(r) ~ L \ (a(q) U {an, andb E L \ (a(r) U 
a(q) U {an, 

a . (r . (q + b· p» ::5:1c a . q LC1 

a·«q+b·p) IIr)::5:1ca.q LC2 
a .(q II (r+b· p» ::5:/ca'q LC3 

Rules LCI-3 are combinations of the rules for protocol and projection inheritance, which are illustrative for 
life-cycle inheritance. It is not difficult to find several more of such combinations. It is possible to prove 
the above rules by means of Property 3.14. However, the proof given below uses basic lemmas and axioms, 
which yields a more readable proof. The other proof is an interesting exercise. 
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Proof. Let H be equal to {b} and I be equal toa(r). It follows from the encapsulation and abstraction axioms, 
Lemma 3.4, Lemma 4.3 i), and axioms A6, A7, and BI that 

'I oOH(a ·(r· (q+b· p))) = 'I ° oH(aH'1 oOH(rH'1 OOH(q) +'1 oOH(b· p))) = a· (,. (q+8» = a'q, 
which proves LCI. Rule LC2 follows from again the encapsulation and abstraction axioms, Lemma 3.4, 
Lemma 3.15 ii) and iv), Lemma 4.3, and axioms A6, A7, and B2: 

'looH(a·«q+b·p) IIr» = '/(oH(a),(oH(q+b.p) lIoH(r))) = '/(a'«q+8) IIr» = '/(a·(q IIr», 
after which the proof proceeds as for rule P 13. Rule LC3 is proven similarly. 0 

Example 4.7. Let us return to our running example. A person that can get children any time during his or her 
life, and can choose to marry or to stay single is a subclass of the person of Example 2.2: birth· « (marriage + 
stay-single) II children) . death) ~Ic birth· (marriage· death). This result follows from the context rule of 
Property 3.14 iv) and rule LC2. 

Example 4.8. The following example is taken from [10], where it is used to illustrate the shortcomings of 
projection inheritance in isolation. Although we have not formalized recursion in this paper, it should be 
clear that the following calculations are correct. Assume we have the following equations: 

X = a·X 
YI = bl . Y2 
Y2 = (b2 + a) . Y2 + b3 

In [10], X is the life cycle of a person and Y the life cycle of an employee. Action a denotes a change of 
address; b l is the hiring of an employee; ~ is a promotion and b3 denotes the employee leaving the job. 
Obviously, an employee should be a subclass of a person. However, it is not hard to show that YI is not a 
subclass of X under projection inheritance. Let 1= {bl, b2, b3}. 

'/(YI ) = ,. '/(Y2) 
1:1(Y2) = (, +a)· '/(Y2) + 1: 

It is clear that '/(YI) is not equal to X which means that YI ipj X. The problem is two-fold. The initial, of 
'/(YI) cannot be removed, nor can the two ,-actions in the context of a choice in process 'I (Y2) (although 
the first, in '/(Y2) can be eliminated if some kind of fairness principle is used, see [5]). The first problem 
can be solved easily. Observe that in the framework of this paper X and YI do not denote object life cycles. 
Therefore, we add the following two equations: 

Xo = '\1' X 
Yo = '\1 . YI 

Process Xo now denotes the life cycle of a person; Yo is the life cycle of an employee. Note that the defining 
equations for Yo can be simplified as follows. 

Yo = ('\1' bl) . Y2 
Y2 = (b2 + a) . Y2 + b3 

Although this solves the first problem, it is still not possible to show that Yo ~pj Xo. However, it is possible 
to show that an employee is a subclass of a person under the more general life-cycle inheritance. That is, 
it is possible to show that Yo ~Ic Xo. Let H = {b2, b3} and I = {bI!. The axioms for encapsulation and 
abstraction yield that 

'I ° 0H(YO) = ('\1' ,) . 'I ° 0H(Y2) 
'10 OH(Y2) = (8 + a) . 'I ° OH(Y2) + 8 

It follows from axioms B I and A6 that 
'10 0H(YO) = '\1' 'I ° OH(Y2) 
'10 0H(Y2) = a . 'I ° OH(Y2) 

Hence, 'I ° 0H(YO) = Xo, which implies that Yo ~Ic Xo. 
It is also possible to arrive at this result by applying the rules given in this section plus several of the 

properties of the previous section. First, rule P 11 yields that '\1 • bl ~Ic '\1. Since method bl does not appear 
in Xo, we derive that 
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(\7 . b l ) . x . ~lcXO· 
Second, by applying rule PT twice, it follows that Y2 ~lc X. The context property of the previous section 
implies that 

(\7' bl )· Y2 ~lc Xo· 
As before, it follows that Yo ~lc Xo. 

As Wieringa already observes in [10], abstraction is a useful notion for describing life-cycle-inheritance 
relations, but it does not always appear to be sufficient. In that case, the combination of abstraction and en
capsulation seems to be a solution. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

This paper presents a characterization of life-cycle inheritance in a simple process-algebraic setting. The 
reason to choose process algebra is two-fold. First, we believe that life-cycle inheritance can be expressed 
in terms of encapsulation and abstraction. These concepts are well investigated in process algebra. Second, 
process algebra has no explicit representation of process states, but focusses on state changes instead. This 
is an advantage when studying the concept of inheritance of dynamic behavior. 

We have formulated four inheritance relations, all in terms of encapsulation and abstraction. We have 
shown that all four relations are sound and have several useful properties. Numerous examples and some 
general rules show that the definitions are meaningful as well, although more practical experience has to point 
out whether they are expressive enough to cope with real-world examples. The rules given in Section 4 show 
that they capture three basic operators to construct a subclass from a superclass, namely choice, sequential 
composition, and parallel composition. 

A disadvantage of the theory developed in this paper as a whole is that it is not immediately useful for 
practical purposes. The algebraic theory does not include recursion and it has no explicit representation of 
internal states. Moreover, it is not straightforward to add these features and still maintain a framework as 
simple and clear as the theory in this paper. Therefore, in another paper [I], we tum to Petri nets, which 
is a graphical formalism, much closer to the state diagrams used in existing techniques as OMT and 000. 
Petri nets inherently allow recursion and they have an explicit representation of states, two features that are 
essential to a successful object -oriented methodology. The translation of the concepts developed in this paper 
to Petri nets in [1] is illustrative for translations to other state-based formalisms. The reason for the approach 
in two steps is that process algebra is a very useful framework for developing a good understanding of the 
concept of life-cycle inheritance, whereas Petri nets are a formalism which is very intuitive to understand 
and is close to practice. It is our experience that it is difficult to achieve the two goals of a clear conceptual 
understanding and a practical object-oriented methodology in a single framework. 

Acknowledgements. The authors want to thank Jos Baeten, Marc Voorhoeve, and Michel Reniers for the 
valuable discussions and their useful comments on earlier versions of this paper. 
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